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Universal Cutting Machine 

HQ-AMF-2500 
SERIES 

Main Features And Functions: 

 

 Can be fitted to any brand of multi needle quilting machine 

 Cycle cutting device synchronizes with the quilting machine 

 Counter for number of cuts 

 Automatic pisitioning with the laser sensor. Setting device for distance between cuts 

 Automatic and manual operation 

 Fabric width is up to 2500 mm 

 Datle touch screen man-machine operating surface 

 Safety protection implements the EU safety standards 

 Automatic sharpen when edge and cross cutting 

 Smoothly cross cutting, cycle control 

 Sensor laser calibration makes the machine more accurate 

 Length positioning control, automatic adjust quickly and accurately 

 Table can be adjusted up and down, increase the rolling radius 

 Convenient manual or automatic set among edge cut, cross cut, strip cut 
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Universal Cutting Machine 

HQ-AMF-2500 SERIES 

Specifications: 

Series  HQ-AMF-2500 

Cross Cutting (mm) Min. of Y axis 610, Max. of Y axis Any 

Edge Cutting (mm) Min. of X axis 400, Max. of Y axis 2500 

Strip Cutting (mm) Min. of X axis 25, Max. of Y axis 2500 

Cutting Thickness (mm) 5-80 

Feeding Speed 13m/min 

Power 380V, 50Hz, 4,3 KW 

Machine Dimension (mm) 4092*3509*2520 

Rolling up Device Allowing: 
 

 Rolling up of border strips, quilted material and border strips 
simultaneously with panels cutting.  

 Variable rolling speed.  

 Table height is adjustable according to rolling fabric. 

Cross cutting head: 
 

 Circular cutting blade 

 Variable speed of the cutting unit 

 Electrically driven blade grinding device 

 Cross cutting right to left and reverse 

Strip Cutting Head: 
 

 Escamotable units, variable speed 

 Number of circular blades to be defined according to your wishes 

 Protected blade grinding, manual sharpening 

 Adjustable distance between circular blades 

Edge Cutting Head: 
 

 Two cutting heads with adjustbale positioning 

 Electrically driven blade grinding device 


